Entrevista
This month I had the pleasure of speaking with
Joan Velazquez, co‐founder of Mano a mano, a
Twin CiDes based group that works to build
schools and health clinics in Bolivia. The
organizaDon was founded 22 years ago by Joan
and her husband Segundo.
What was your inspiraNon to found Mano a
mano? We started the organizaDon in 1994 in
order to address the greatest needs that we
observed. I had ﬁrst spent Dme in Bolivia with
the Peace Corps and my husband grew up
there. In fact, his family sDll serves as many of
our in country contacts and his grandmother
helps to sort school supplies. The most obvious
need was medical supplies and so we started
collecDng those to help local hospitals. From
there we have expanded into educaDon of
children and sustainable agricultural
development. We have founded 155 medical
centers, some of which are hospitals, 55
schools, and a number of roads and reservoirs.

conDnually collect medical and school supplies.
Where do you focus your eﬀorts? Our focus
has always been rural areas. The rural areas are
quite disperse and may lack infrastructure. This
is why road and water projects can be
essenDal.

Would you describe your new educaNonal
pilot program? We are very excited about this
partnership. Every summer teachers from
Minnesota go to Bolivia to instruct teachers
there on our pedagogical methods. Rural
school districts in Bolivia are working to
integrate into the wider Bolivian educaDonal
system. It’s a professional growth opportunity
for both U.S. and Bolivian educators. The more
that we can help to improve the educaDonal
system there, the more we can do to break the
cycle of poverty. EducaDon is the only way out
of the poverty that dominates the rural
communiDes. It gives people an opDon besides
How do you choose your projects? We form
moving into the ciDes or migraDng to other
partnerships with communiDes that invite us in countries, oxen other South American
and leave them with a project that they can
countries or Spain.
sustain. If Mano a mano provides the physical
structure of the school or a clinic then the local
What do the teachers do while they are there?
government involvement is that they [the
They go to a rural area where everyone is a
government] then pay to staﬀ it. We must
farmer. It is an opportunity to communicate
create a local network. The community must
request our assistance and we make sure that with Bolivian educators and the families of the
the community understands what is required. school. This summer’s project was requested
We sign a contract with the community itself. by the parents so that they can beker
understand the educaDonal process. Learning
There is a lot of teaching that takes place
styles in Bolivia sDll tend to depend heavily on
before we break ground on any project. That
rote memorizaDon and we are working with
said, we have a backlog of projects that have
them to shix to a model that depends more on
been approved but we lack the funding or
problem solving. Teachers will be in Bolivia
manpower to make them happen. We
from June 21‐29. This is the third year and
currently have 55 clinic requests, 30 water
about twenty educators will parDcipate.
projects, and another 50 schools. We also
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How can our members help?
We would love to have more local educators
parDcipate in future trips. We hope to have at
least one each summer. We also have a Niño a
niño project for school supply drives in addiDon
to our medical supply collecDons.
How can we learn more about Mano a mano?
Our website is hkps://manoamano.org
Our blog hkps://manoamano.org/blog/ has
lots of informaDon about our current events,
material drives, and volunteer opportuniDes.
Almost everyone on our staﬀ here in the U.S. is
a volunteer. The majority of our paid
employees are in Bolivia. This link speciﬁcally
addresses ways for local area residents to help
people in Bolivia:
hkps://manoamano.org/how‐can‐i‐help/
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